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Science Objective Summary and Science Weekly Debrief  

Science Objective Summary 

DOY 272–279: NavCam 1 will collect ~9 images per day (riding along with OpNavs) to monitor 

particles in the Bennu environment. 

Science Weekly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders \ 

Documents and Drawings \ OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations \ Science Status \ Science 

Weekly \ 2020-10-01.  

External and internal communications: Countdown to TAG and stow – Erin Morton, Dante 

Lauretta  

Throughout this period: Follow the mission on social media for regular highlights and updates. 

OSIRIS-REx–themed augmented reality filters will be available.  

8 to 14 October: The release of the Science special collection next Thursday will be accompanied 

by press releases from Goddard and authors’ institutions, a social media campaign of highlights 

from the papers spread out over several days, a Reddit AMA with authors (tentatively scheduled 

for 13 October), a Tour of Bennu video from Goddard using some of the same big datasets 

underlying the papers, and an Astrobiology & OREx video from Headquarters that will leverage 

this timing for increased attention.  

19 October (day before TAG): Communications activities will include a media telecon on NASA 

asteroid missions and planetary defense, a media panel on OREx at T¬¬–1; and an episode of the 

NASA Curious Universe podcast featuring OREx.  

20 October (day of TAG): A NASA TV live event will stream online from 5–6:30 pm Eastern 

time, with touch expected at about 6:10 pm. The asteroidmission.org website will also be 

showing a live STK animation of the spacecraft’s movements from orbit departure through 

backaway, running between about 1:45 and 6:00 pm Eastern. Throughout the day, team members 

will field questions from the public via the Live Shots program, and live TAG posting and 

audience engagement will happen on social media using the hashtag #ToBennuAndBack.  

21 October (day after TAG): Communications activities will include a press conference 

streaming on NASA TV with the TAG results, a press release issued with TAG results and 

SamCam video (in the case of nominal TAG), and a NASA Science Live broadcast. PBS/NOVA 

will also show the NOVA OSIRIS-REx special. Internally, videos will be shared on the 

Mattermost SPOCflight Movies channel.  

21 to 30 October: This ~week will include activities supporting OKDP-3 (decision to stow) on 

30 October. Internally, briefing sheets will be issued to stakeholders daily. Periodic meetings 

may be scheduled to update the team.  

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/oldLogin.aspx?t=6c2d9ce4ed04411697fb2632faec5445


~3 November: Nominal beginning of stow, which will take a few days to complete.  

It is essential that team members sharing information about TAG outside the team refrain from 

getting ahead of official releases from NASA. Erin will send out emails to help the team keep 

track of what is officially released. In the event of an off-nominal TAG, no one should speak 

publicly (even on personal accounts); direct all press inquiries to Erin.  

Extended mission – Dante Lauretta  

At Lockheed Martin’s recommendation, the mission will not pursue post-TAG observations of 

Bennu, as these activities could increase risk to the sample and are not critical. However, early 

planning is underway for an extended mission at Apophis when it closely approaches Earth in 

2029. After returning the Bennu sample to Earth, the spacecraft would be on a six-year cruise 

using multiple Earth gravity assists. The Apophis encounter would involve surveys and orbits, 

not just a flyby. The PI will present a draft trajectory for the extended mission at the Apophis 

T¬¬–9 conference in early November. The prerequisite for an extended mission is keeping the 

instruments safe during the return cruise.  

Upcoming meetings  

The next meeting is scheduled for two weeks from now, 15 October, and will be the last before 

TAG.  

Daily downlink slides for Day 272 (09/28/20). Click to enlarge.  

All subsystems and instruments are nominal. OD284 is onboard. All expected data from the past 

week have been received. We did not bring down any OpNavs today owing to the very short 

pass, but we will have long passes the rest of the week. On DOY 274, we will drop down to a 

downlink rate of 300 kbps.  

OCAMS images from TAG will begin coming down at 7 PM MST on 20 October. However, 

these will be trickling in at the 300-kbps rate, and most images will come down during the 

subsequent pass, which will have the higher rate manually applied. All of the images are 

expected to be down by about 10 AM MST on 21 October. A press conference (time TBD) will 

follow soon after.  

Looking ahead: This week, we will continue to collect nine cycles of OpNavs per day with one 

particle image riding along with each. MapCam will join NavCam for OpNavs at the end of the 

week, with a 5-degree offset. OpNavs and particle imaging will be curtailed on DOY 276/277 

for the Sample Mass Measurement Bakeout.  

A Science Weekly meeting is provisionally scheduled this week. Downlink tag-ups will 

continue on the Monday-only cadence in October, except MWF the week of TAG, and charts 

only on Monday 12 October due to the U.S. holiday.  

 


